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Products
Homework Log
Homework Self-regulatory Processes or
Cycle
DIY J
What is your homework? (hw)
Make a list.

Student’s Logs

Complete this section
BEFORE working on the
homework

What do you want/have to
complete today? Identify a
realistic goal.

Which strategies do you need
to use to reach your goal?
(place, time, reward, help…)

How much time will each
subject take?
Give an expected finishing time,
too.
How confident are you that you
can complete the homework?
Help!
How important is today’s
homework to you?
Do the least motivating first!

What?! Confused. Can do. Got it!
A bit

Complete this section WHILE you
are doing your HW
Complete this section AFTER
you have finished the
homework

Now how confident are you
that you can complete the hw?

Help!

What?! Confused. Can do. Got it!
A bit

Do you have a distraction?
What do you do with this
distraction?
Is there something more
pleasurable than the hw that
you want to do now?
Make it a reward for after you
have completed your hw!
The quality of my homework
today is…?

Not too
good

Pretty good

Nailed it!

Why do you think you
completed the hw successfully
(or unsuccessfully)?

In this space you can make any notes about how it went with your homework: your feelings, beliefs, tips, etc.

Student Poster

Teacher Training PowerPoint
See Appendix 6 on OnStage.
The slides were created online on www.prezi.com, however, by the time of assessment it
might not be available, therefore I have downloaded the presentation as pdf and I am
uploading the pdf as an attachment on OnStage.

Manual
Summary

At the beginning of middle school, it becomes increasingly important that students take
responsibility for their learning. However, high-school students typically lack the motivation
and the training to succeed in this. Problems in this area are amplified when it comes to
homework as students seem to be completely on their own. The present study was designed
to examine what the contributing problems are and to find solutions to help students
become self-regulated learners.
Results of the research revealed that teachers can help students become self-regulated
learners when it comes to homework by helping them organize and manage their tasks. This
means drawing awareness to the usefulness of setting goals, making a study plan and time
management. Students reported that summarizing the lesson material also helps with
homework completion. Literature suggests that teachers sharing studying strategies how to
tackle homework is helpful for students. According to literature, motivation and feelings of
self-efficacy play a major role in successful homework completion. These were less of a
factor due to the high academic level of the surveyed students, however, there are always
less motivated students. Therefore, teachers should use their influence and skills to ensure
high levels in these areas. Self-regulation assumes and uses a cyclical method that involves
planning, monitoring and reflection phases. Teaching this cycle can be delegated as part of
the homework by the use of a log.
The products to be presented were created by the criteria that were formulated based on
the above findings. The aim was to help students become self-regulated learners as well as
to support teachers in their efforts to teach strategies and elicit metacognition during this
process.

The Homework Log
Target audience: 1st and 2nd year students
Goal: to stimulate children in the first years of middle school to take responsibility for their
own learning and become self-regulated learners
Form: digital file and/or hard copy
Background information:
The homework log was used based on the idea that by delegating the planning of the
homework process, students will discover for themselves what the problem is in terms of
homework completion. This and other products (poster and learning strategies from their
teachers) are expected to help them solve these problems. Delegating tasks creates

ownership of the learning process and the pupils will be more motivated to apply
themselves to their studies. (Geert & Kralingen, 2018, p. 168)
The homework log is adapted from Bembenutty & Hayes (cited in DiBenedetto, 2018), who
provided the original. The current version has questions added such as “Which strategies will
you use to reach your goal?” and “How much time will each subject take?” to complete the
cycle of self-regulation, based on the theory presented by Zimmermann (2002). The
outdated design was also updated with a scale of emojis to make it more appropriate and
engaging for the age of the target group.
How to use it:
5 minutes of class time
- The log should be ideally given to the students a few minutes before the end of the
lesson, so they can get started with it and carry the motivation onto their homework
at home.
Integrate the strategies into your teacher talk, involve the mentor
- Before handing this form out for the first time, there should be some discussion
about strategies to use, such as demonstrated in the teacher’s presentation and
made visual on the student’s poster. This could be done in tandem with the mentors,
who could be asked to spend some time on exploring the strategies to tackle
homework in the mentor hour.
Divided workload
- The implementation should take a few weeks – 3 weeks is said to create a habit. Best
results could be obtained by building teacher teams of 3 who will split up the
administering of the form on a given week. Therefore, each week 3 different subject
teachers of a given class would deal with the task of delegating the homework log
and checking results. This way no teacher or students will be overwhelmed by having
to do all the work for several weeks. Students will have to carry on the practice for a
few weeks but only for 3 subjects on the given week.
(The number of teachers, the subjects involved in a week and the length of the testing can
vary, of course.)
Involve the parents:
The research showed that parents scarcely help students in secondary school with their
homework, beyond nudging them to do it (Statistics Netherlands, 2001). The involvement
and cooperation of the caregivers is imperative in terms of homework, but it seems that
they also want to move away from supervising and helping their kids with homework. For
this reason, the teacher should send the homework log digitally to the parents as well as the
poster, so they will also be aware of the strategies and rather focus on how to help them
become independent learners.
How does the homework log reflect the research?
Print-out for teachers. (following page)
- The phases of the self-regulatory cycle are shown in blue
- The connecting strategies and areas conducive to developing self-management are
shown in red

Homework Self-regulatory Processes or
Cycle
DIY J
planning
What is your homework? (hw)
Make a list.

Complete this section
BEFORE working on the
homework

What do you want/have to
complete today? Identify a realistic
goal.

Student’s Logs
planning

Goal setting

Which strategies do you need to use
to reach your goal?
Planning strategies
(place, time, reward, help…)
How much time will each subject
take?
Time-management
Give an expected finishing time,
too.
How confident are you that you can
complete the homework?

Complete this section
AFTER you have finished the
homework reflecting

Complete this section WHILE you
are doing your HW self-monitor

Help!
How important is today’s
homework to you?
Do the least motivating first!
Now how confident are you that
you can complete the hw?

motivation

Help!
Do you have a distraction? What do
you do with this distraction?
Is there something more
pleasurable than the hw that you
want to do now?
Make it a reward for after you have
completed your hw!
The quality of my homework today
is…?

What?! Confused. Can do. Got it!
A bit

What?! Confused. Can do. Got it!
A bit

Being aware of distractions
Self-reward

Not too good

Pretty good

selfNailed it! evaluation

Why do you think you completed
the hw successfully (or
reflecting
unsuccessfully)?
In this spac In this space you can take
you can m. any notes about how it went with your homework: your feelings, beliefs, tips, etc.
reflecting

selfefficacy

Poster
Target audience: students, parents
Goal: to stimulate children in the first years of middle school to take responsibility for their
own learning and become self-regulated learners
Form: mixed media - digital/paper

-

Send digitally to the students and parents. It would make a great screen saver. It can
also be printed and sent home to hang over the students’ deskJ for a quick visual aid
and reinforcement when doing their homework.
Use it in (mentor) class for quick explanation of each point, when necessary.
Use it for the presentation for the parents at the information evening.

Teacher Training PowerPoint
Target audience: teachers
Goal:
- to remind teachers of what they can do to promote developing self-management in
students
- give a quick overview of the self-regulatory cycle and
- present strategies that can be taught to students for successful homework completion
Form: digital PowerPoint/pdf
See product in appendix 6.
- Use it as a ‘training’ tool for teachers at the beginning of the year, before the
implementation of the homework log and the poster.
- Send out digitally to the teachers, for future reference.
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